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Southampton Board of Water Commissioners 

PO Box 379 

Southampton, MA  0379 

April 25, 2016 

RE: Water Billing Rate Analysis 

 

Gentlemen: 

This letter-report will serve to update the Southampton Water Department water 

billing rate analysis that I initially conducted 12 years ago in 2004 when the town 

first installed its water meters.  Prior to the installation of the water meters and the 

adoption of an appropriate billing schedule, the water bills consisted strictly of a 

uniform flat rate across the board for residential users and a higher flat rate for 

businesses.  There was no charging structure based on the amount of water used at 

that time. 

Because Southampton billed its water customers without regard to the amount of 

water consumed by the user, the result was excessive water usage.  In an effort to 

force the town to reduce its per capita water usage, the Massachusetts Department 

of Environmental Protection issued an Administrative Compliance Order to the 

Water Commissioners to install meters at all user locations and to initiate a billing 

program on the basis of water used. 

In 2004, I worked with superintendent Slattery and the (then) Board of Water 

Commissioners to develop a user charge system which was engineered to: 

1. Provide sufficient funding for the water Department enterprise fund to 

remain autonomous; i.e., to be self-supporting so  that the Town's general 

fund would not be required to supplement any deficit in the Southampton 

budget for water supply, 

2. Provide further incentive to curb excessive water usage by increasing the 

charge per thousand gallons of water for excessive water usage.  (Normal 

household quarterly water usage has historically been found to run of about 

24,000 gallons per quarter, or 8000 gallons per month.  For normal water 
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usage the Water Commissioners set a billing rate of $3.50 per thousand 

gallons.  In excess of normal usage, that being in excess of 24,000 gallons, 

the rate per thousand gallons of water consumed increased to $5.00.) 

3. Provide a fixed component of revenue, by making the first 12,000 gallons 

consumed paid by a minimum user charge of $42.  Since a significant 

segment of the town's water system budget is fixed, it was at that time and 

is now necessary to provide some stabilized fixed element to the water 

billing rate structure. 

The water billing rationale remains the same today as it was in 2004, i.e., provide 

needed revenue to fund the water system, include incentives to conserve water 

usage, and divide the cost as equitably as possible among the water customers. 

The water rate schedules selected in 2004 were designed not only to satisfy the 

ongoing operating cost of the water Department, but also to fund annual debt 

service payments incurred by the water Department as the result of the substantial 

water system expansion and infrastructure replacement undertaken through the 

1990's.  The 2004 rate structure did accomplish these goals, and for the last 12 

years the water billing rates were not increased at all.   

Since the water Department operates and meets its budget requirements from its 

enterprise fund, and the cost of providing water services has greatly increased 

through the years, the existing rate is no longer adequate. 

In addition, over the past 12 years there has been little funding for significant 

infrastructure upgrades or improvements; a condition which has accumulated over 

the years and has now become exacerbated simply because most of the work 

simply cannot be put off any longer.  Important work was delayed which now has 

to be addressed. 

The Board of Water Commissioners have concurrently implemented a water 

master plan update to identify and quantify the capital investment planning that is 

now necessary to bring the water infrastructure up to a safe and reliable level. 

The new water rates study and analysis must be governed by the following 

considerations, much like the 2004 study, which include: 

1. Providing sufficient funding to meet the current and estimated future 

financial obligations of the water Department (which includes provision for 

future infrastructure improvements and upgrades),  

2. Considerations that are as reasonable and equitable as practicable for the 

water customers, and  
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3. Continuance of the water conservation incentive program that was initiated 

12 years ago, by charging a premium for water consumption which exceeds 

the general normal household water usage levels. 

REVENUE PROJECTIONS AND REQUIREMENTS 

The first consideration is that of providing sufficient revenue for the Water 

Department into the foreseeable future.  That includes normal operating costs such 

as labor and electricity to run the town well pump, and the annual debt service 

payments for past infrastructure improvements that were initiated at least 20 years 

ago.  In addition, the proposed infrastructure initiatives which now must be 

undertaken need to be financed from the added revenue which will be obtained 

through the implementation of the updated water rate billing schedule. 

The Water Department enterprise fund revenue history was reviewed over the past 

five fiscal years as part of this analysis.  This information was obtained from the 

Southampton Town Accountant's office.  Water Department enterprise fund 

revenue over the past five fiscal years is summarized in Figure 1 below. 

FIG. 1 

 

FISCAL YEAR
 USER 

CHARGES 
 HOOKUP FEES 

 EARNED 

INTEREST 

 TOTAL WATER 

REVENUE 

 WPAT DEBT 

SUBSIDIES 

 OTHER 

(INSURANCE, 

ETC.) 

 TOTAL 

REPORTED 

REVENUES 

2011 508,977.00$   50,766.00$      2,797.00$        562,540.00$      52,369.00$      -$                  614,909.00$       

2012 486,104.00$   40,858.00$      3,216.00$        530,178.00$      63,851.00$      37,176.00$     631,205.00$       

2013 519,911.00$   70,775.00$      1,942.00$        592,628.00$      59,906.00$      5,393.00$        657,927.00$       

2014 529,585.00$   105,925.00$   1,738.00$        637,248.00$      65,692.00$      8,398.00$        711,338.00$       

2015 469,476.00$   16,680.00$      969.00$            487,125.00$      57,077.00$      11,786.00$     555,988.00$       

AVERAGES 502,810.60$   57,000.80$      2,132.40$        561,943.80$      59,779.00$      12,550.60$     634,273.40$       
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Obviously the most significant source of revenue for the water Department 

enterprise fund is the water customer usage charge.  Hook-up fees can be 

substantial, but are unreliable sources of revenue as evidenced by fiscal year 2015.  

Other sources of revenue are not particularly significant on an annual basis.   

Water Department expenses run about $600,000 as seen in Figure 2, and have 

increased more significantly in the past year or two due to the chlorination 

requirements of the Glendale well water which was ordered by Mass DEP. 

FIG. 2 

 

 

Existing debt service payments are substantial components in the expense column.  

The water Department enterprise fund currently pays about $200,000 per year to 

fund the debt service for the four existing separate loans which were taken out to 

fund past major infrastructure improvements, including an entire water system 

expansion program in the easterly section of the town.  The expansion was done to 

provide safe public water in the late 1990's for Southampton residents who had 

previously been drinking contaminated groundwater from their private wells.    

FISCAL YEAR  PAYROLL 

 OTHER 
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 EXCESS 
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2011 103,513.00$   131,608.00$   217,874.00$   29,849.00$        47,186.00$      530,030.00$   84,879.00$         

2012 116,089.00$   135,725.00$   231,068.00$   81,316.00$        47,186.00$      611,384.00$   19,821.00$         

2013 103,751.00$   149,020.00$   231,068.00$   79,742.00$        52,186.00$      615,767.00$   42,160.00$         

2014 116,985.00$   146,980.00$   231,068.00$   78,963.00$        49,612.00$      623,608.00$   87,730.00$         

2015 146,721.00$   164,520.00$   222,933.00$   69,833.00$        47,472.00$      651,479.00$   (95,491.00)$        

AVERAGES 117,411.80$   145,570.60$   226,802.20$   67,940.60$        48,728.40$      606,453.60$   27,819.80$         
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Note also the final right-hand column of Figure 2 which is titled excess revenues.  

The Water Department Enterprise Fund has "good years" and "bad years" like any 

private business.  FY 2015 was a "bad year" which resulted in the loss of most of 

the accumulated funds from the Enterprise Fund account.  This particular event 

underlines the need to strengthen the Enterprise Fund by increasing revenue. 

The Town Accountant's office provided the current debt service schedule for the 

outstanding long-term loans which is enclosed for reference. 

The debt schedule is provided in detail to demonstrate that, on the two long-term 

notes on which the enterprise fund is paying annual interest rates, the interest 

greatly exceeds those rates now available for tax-free municipal bonds in the 

current bond market.  The expense analysis employed in this study is based upon 

restructuring of the two long-term notes.  The remaining two note payment 

schedules, which will be retired more quickly, are also enclosed, along with the 

total debt service obligation in the right column by year, beginning in 2017. 

The two shorter-term notes are partially subsidized by a State "Water Pollution 

Abatement Trust" (now called the "Clean Water Trust" by Mass. DEP) which also 

appears in Figure 1 as "revenue."  This entry is an accounting requirement.  The 

most important consideration is that by restructuring just those two long-term 

notes shown in Figure 3, the interest savings paid over the term of the notes will 

exceed $300,000.  The new rate structure reflects that proposed savings. 

The other consideration which relates to the restructured borrowing is that if those 

notes are combined with a larger borrowing, to fund the proposed system 

upgrades, it will enhance the chances of selling the note at the lowest possible 

interest rate. 

There are also industrial and commercial fees included in the new rate structure 

for fire demand services which do not affect the homeowner.  Some commercial 

customers require testing of backflow prevention devices which will be billed to 

them on an annual basis.  A new 1 inch household service fee will now be $3000 

which covers the Water Department's cost of installation and pipe tapping, as well 

as including a "buy-in" component for new customers who will benefit from the 

water infrastructure investment which had been bought and paid for by established 

water customers. 

When determining the revenue which must be raised, it is necessary to evaluate all 

of the major budgetary components.  The source and cost of the Town water is a 

major consideration.  In recent years the high summertime demand for irrigation 

water has exceeded the capacity of the Town's well, as discussed previously, and 

the Water Dept. has purchased water from the Town of Easthampton by means of 

a valved interconnection between the two municipal water distribution piping 
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systems.  The interconnection is located near the intersection of Line and Pomeroy 

Streets. 

Presently the cost of purchasing Easthampton water is less than 10% of the 

operating cost of producing Southampton's own water.  This will change in future 

years however.  The Glendale well, from which Southampton currently produces 

its water is of limited capacity and the Massachusetts DEP also limits the amount 

of water that Southampton is permitted to draw from the aquifer.  Until 

Southampton develops another local source of drinking water and improves its 

pipeline and water storage capability, which is discussed in more detail in the 

revised water master plan, the high summertime water demand which cannot be 

satisfied by Southampton's own well will continue to increase and continue to be 

supplied by Easthampton or another adjacent community such as Holyoke or 

Westfield. 

Until such time as Southampton invests in and develops a new source of water 

supply the cost of supplying sufficient quantities of water will increase 

disproportionately with the amount of water sold.  Southampton is a growing 

bedroom  community and it is necessary that the water infrastructure and water 

sources satisfy the future demand.   

The cost of implementing the necessary improvements in the water infrastructure 

cannot be met solely by increasing the water rate structure.  It is necessary to 

borrow the money needed to upgrade the infrastructure and to develop a new 

source of public drinking water for the town.  This is how the town managed to 

make the improvements that were undertaken in the 1990s.  Although the town has 

still not cleared that debt, as demonstrated earlier in this letter report, it will be 

necessary to borrow additional sums which will increase the debt service 

payments that must be made annually from the enterprise fund. 

For purposes of moving forward with the financial analysis a new debt of $3 

million was calculated from the master plan capital investment projections.  This 

would be a 20 year note, also including the debt restructuring which was discussed 

earlier.  A lower municipal bond interest rate can be obtained for the restructured 

notes by making this action part of a larger borrowing.  Bond counsel must be 

engaged to advise the Southampton Board of Water Commissioners as to the best 

manner and means to go about this borrowing and debt restructuring. 

For purposes of this analysis, a revised debt service payment schedule has been 

calculated which must be included in the water department's budget when the 

revenue is balanced against the expenses for the department.  Figure 3 provides a 

graphical representation of the projected debt service, which includes payment of 
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existing notes, the proposed restructured notes, plus the $3 million note required to 

implement the water master plan. 

FIG. 3 
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2017 46,604$         48,711$         810,489$          3,810,489$       190,524$       91,452$         281,976$                    377,291$                    

2018 45,469$         48,406$         3,619,964$       190,524$       86,879$         277,404$                    371,279$                    

2019 47,552$         48,169$         3,429,440$       190,524$       82,307$         272,831$                    368,552$                    

2020 46,675$         48,169$         3,238,915$       190,524$       77,734$         268,258$                    363,102$                    

2021 46,744$         3,048,391$       190,524$       73,161$         263,686$                    310,430$                    

2022 50,440$         2,857,867$       190,524$       68,589$         259,113$                    309,553$                    

2023 48,477$         2,667,342$       190,524$       64,016$         254,541$                    303,017$                    

2024 2,476,818$       190,524$       59,444$         249,968$                    249,968$                    

2025 2,286,293$       190,524$       54,871$         245,395$                    245,395$                    

2026 2,095,769$       190,524$       50,298$         240,823$                    240,823$                    
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The revised debt schedule, combined with the increasing cost of purchasing 

outside water, was used to develop the following graph, Figure 4.  The graph 

extends anticipated revenue and expense projections out 10 years, and no further.  

Beyond the year 2026 the cost of purchasing outside water causes Southampton's 

revenue stream, based upon the proposed revised rate schedule, to be insufficient 

to meet the anticipated expenses. 

FIG. 4 

 

Basically, the water Department must either invest in a new local water supply or 

substantially increase its water rates in about 10 years.  Note also in Figure 4 that 

there is a good possibility that the reserve fund will be depleted within the next ten 

years.  It should be further noted that the two "dips" in the expenses graph in 2021 

and 2024 reflect retirement of the two notes that probably will not be restructured. 

The ten-year revenue and expense projection is predicated not only on the 

proposed new water rate structure, but also with the provision that the rate 

structure be increased by 2.5% per annum across the board.  This is necessary to 

provide the financial needs which have been estimated in the Water Department 

revised master plan required to implement the proposal to develop the new water 

supply at the Pequot well and related infrastructure.  The Pequot well, which was 

initially drilled and pump tested in the 1960's should be capable of roughly 

doubling Southampton's water production rate if it can be developed under today's 

DEP regulations.   
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Southampton also purchased the protective Zone I land in the immediate vicinity 

of the Pequot well in the 1970's in anticipation of having to develop this water 

supply in the future.  Southampton also has legal rights of access to the Holyoke 

Manahan Reservoir raw water supply which requires treatment before it can be 

supplied to the water customers. 

Regarding the projected revenue stream with the new rate structure, it should be 

recognized that water usage varies depending largely upon the weather.  If the 

spring and summer are wet, very little lawn watering will occur.  If, on the other 

hand, the season is dry, the water Department will sell more water to its customers 

because of the greater amount of lawn watering and general irrigation which will 

take place under dry conditions.  The problem with higher water demand, 

however, is that the water Department has a limited source of water within its 

Glendale well field, and has historically purchased water from the town of 

Easthampton to provide the greater amounts of water demanded by its customers. 

Figure 5 shows the annual water consumption which has historically occurred over 

the past five calendar years.   

FIG. 5 
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the Southampton water customers.  Figure 5 also demonstrates the 
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quarterly and the peak summer water consumption occurs during the third billing 

quarter in the calendar year (which is the first billing quarter of the Town's fiscal 

year).  During the high demand billing quarter, 30 to 40% of the amount of water 

used during the entire year is consumed, which provides about 40% or the year's 

revenue to the Water Department. 

Unfortunately the calendar years and fiscal years do not coincide, a situation 

which complicates the analysis and blurs comprehension of the results.  All 

mandatory reporting to Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection is 

done annually on a calendar year basis (Jan. to Dec.).  This is the source of much 

of the data evaluated for this analysis.  Financial considerations, from revenue to 

budget expenses, however, are based on the Town's fiscal year which begins July 

1 of each year and ends June 30 of the following year.  For this reason a poor 

revenue showing in a given fiscal year might not be reflected in the water usage 

for the calendar year because of the six-month difference.  Figure 1, for instance, 

is based on the fiscal year.  All financial considerations will be based on the fiscal 

year. 

 

ANALYSIS 

Because the Town water is billed to the water customers based upon three separate 

billing components; i.e., 

1. The base, or minimum charge,   

2. The lower tier for "normal" family household water usage, and 

3. The higher tier for excess or "discretionary" water consumption, 

it is necessary to understand and evaluate the amount of revenue which is derived 

from each of these three billing components or tiers, as each tier is changed.   

To undertake this analysis, all of the water used by each customer for the last five 

years, consisting of 20 billing quarters, was statistically evaluated so as to develop 

meaningful revenue predictions when such changes are made. 

This is further complicated because during the low water use quarters, particularly 

during the winter, the premium water use is much lower (decreased irrigation) and 

the set minimum charge, along with the lower water rates per thousand gallons 

predominate in the revenue analysis.   

This is contrasted to the third calendar quarter (which may also be considered as 

the first quarter in any given fiscal year) during which the highest water 

consumption occurs, and during which the greater portion of the Water 

Department revenue is received from the high water users. 
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Although the water use patterns vary from year to year, the calendar year 2014 

water use year was taken as the water use pattern on which to structure the model 

which was developed to calculate the revenues derived during the two basic 

patterns of water use.  These water use patterns are demonstrated in Figure 6.  

Clearly, the third calendar year quarter differentiates its water use characteristics 

from the remaining three quarters.   

FIG. 6 
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customers used less than 10,000 gallons of water in each of the three lower-usage 

quarters, where only about 460 customers used less that 10,000 gallons during the 

summer quarter.  The analysis, therefore, was based upon two usage patterns.  

The manner in which the data was analyzed will be explained below, but first it is 

necessary to state the financial basis on which the revenue analyses have been 

made.  To implement the necessary increase in water user charges and revenue, 

the base charge, which also pays for the first 12,000 gallons of water consumed, 

was increased by 19% to $50 per quarterly billing.  Since there has been no 

increase in the water billing rates over the past 12 years, this represents an average 

increase over 12 years, about 1 1/2% per year.   

The lowest percentage increase is the cost per thousand gallons of water for those 

customers who use more than 12,000 gallons but less than 24,000 gallons in a 

quarter.  This was done to minimize the additional cost to normal households 

which do not use excessive amounts of water.  The increase was made to four 

dollars per thousand gallons.  For the past 12 years this cost was $3.50 per 

thousand gallons.  This only represents an average rate increase of 14%, or barely 

more than 1% per year over the past 12 years. 

The rate increases are summarized below: 

 

 

The largest percentage increase, of 40%, was assessed to the premium water users.  

The premium charge was brought up to seven dollars per 1000 gallons of water, 

where the premium charge previously was five dollars per thousand gallons.  The 

reason for this is twofold:   

1. To further enhance the water conservation aspect of the billing rate 

structure, and  
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 $                    42.00  $                    50.00 19%
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 $                      3.50  $                      4.00 14%
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2. To financially reimburse the Water Dept. for the high cost of providing the 

peak demand water.  Peak water demand water cost will increase in future 

years.  This peak demand water is now purchased from the town of 

Easthampton at a significantly higher cost per thousand gallons than what it 

costs the town of Southampton to provide water from its own well.  That 

matter will be addressed in the Water Dept. master plan because it will be a 

progressively more significant factor in the cost of supplying water in 

future years. 

The above water rate increases, applied to the breakdown (count) of water 

customers by types of users during the high summertime demand (first quarter of 

the fiscal year) is shown in figure 7.   

FIG. 7 

 

 

Clearly, 3/4 of the water revenue received by the Water Dept. during this high use 

billing quarter is derived from that segment of the water users who exceed 24,000 

gallons per quarter.  When looking at this graph is important to understand that 

BASE CHARGE
12%

>12,000 GAL 
USAGE <24,000

15%

> 24,000 GAL USAGE 
(PREMIUM CHARGE)

73%

PROJECTED SUMMER BILLING 
QTR. REVENUE BY USER TYPE
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this large portion of the revenue payment derives not solely from the seven dollar 

per thousand gallon water charge, but also includes the base $50 charge plus the 

interim four dollar per thousand gallon charge which occurred before exceeding 

the 24,000 gallon per quarter threshold for each of those customers that paid for 

premium water during that billing quarter. 

By contrast, the water customers who used less than 12,000 gallons and the 

category of water customers who use less than 24,000 gallons per quarter made up 

the remaining 27% of the revenue. 

It can also be seen from Figure 8, which shows the revenue derived in terms of 

billing component, that the base charge accounts for over 30% of the revenue even 

during the peak demand summer quarter. 

FIG. 8 

 

 

The remaining three billing quarters run about the same except for years with 

seasonal aberrations in the weather.  Figure 9 demonstrates that during the off-

BASE CHARGE
31%

>12,000 GAL USAGE 
<24,000

14%

> 24,000 GAL USAGE 
(PREMIUM CHARGE)

55%

PROJECTED SUMMER BILLING QTR. 
BY WATER BILLING CATEGORY
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peak season the three types of water users generate roughly equal revenue; 

although the revenue is significantly lower per quarter than that received by the 

water Department during the peak summer billing quarter. 

FIG. 9  

 

 

When the data is annualized, using the three off-peak quarters and the one high 

summertime demand billing quarter, the results are shown in Figure 10.  The pie 

chart demonstrates that roughly half of the revenue over the period of the full year 

is generated by the water users who exceed 24,000 gallons per water.  Over the 

course of a full year roughly 27% of the revenue will be derived from water 

customers who pay only the base charge of $50, and the remaining 23% will be 

paid by water customers using between 12 and 24,000 gallons of water per 

quarter. 

BASE CHARGE
37%

>12,000 GAL USAGE 
<24,000

29%

> 24,000 GAL USAGE 
(PREMIUM CHARGE)

34%

PROJECTED 3 OFF-PEAK BILLING 
QTRS. REVENUE BY USER TYPE
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FIG. 10 

 

Figure 11 shows the annualized averaged revenue projections by billing 

component. 

FIG. 11 

 

BASE CHARGE
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Because much of the water Department expenses are fixed, such as labor, indirect 

cost (insurance, billing, accounting services, etc.)  and debt service payments, it 

was necessary to build a significant fixed component into the billing structure.  

Figure 11 demonstrates that, over the full course of the year, half of the revenue 

will be derived from the $50 base charge which is unaffected by variations in 

water consumption.  37% of the annual revenue will derive from the seven dollar 

per thousand gallon rate and only 12% of the revenue will derive from the four 

dollar per thousand gallon charge.  This further demonstrates that the average 

homeowner will be the least affected by the water user rate increase. 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENATIONS 

As the result of months of deliberation with the Southampton Water Department 

personnel and the Board of Water Commissioners to develop the new water billing 

rate structure, it was finally determined that the recommended revision to the rate 

structure is a fair and equitable means of distributing the cost among the water 

customers, as well as retaining the water conservation incentive.  Many and varied 

permutations of the three billing components were modeled, considered, and 

evaluated before the final selections were made. 

It should be noted also that there is an added charge now included in the new rate 

structure.  That is a water meter fee of eight dollars per quarter, intended to fund 

the eventual replacement of the water meters when they exceed their useful life 

span.  Since the majority of the meters were installed at one time, about 12 years 

ago, they can be expected to fail at roughly the same time in about 10 to 15 years, 

depending upon usage and wear.  The funding must be in place to change out the 

meters when it is necessary to do so.  Larger commercial water customers will be 

charged more because the change out of the larger meters will cost more, but these 

fees will not affect the average homeowner. 

Provision has been made to satisfy Southampton's water needs well into the future, 

but to do so safely and reliably and in full compliance with the Massachusetts 

Department of Environmental Protection regulations and guidelines, it is necessary 

to provide funding by increasing the water rates at this time and in the future.  

Increased safety regulations, increases in the cost of electrical power, labor, water 

treatment chemicals, etc. have resulted in increases in public water billing rate 

schedules by an average of 60% across the Commonwealth over the past 12 years. 

Southampton's current water billing rate increase will be less than half of the state 

average; resulting primarily from the good stewardship of the water system by the 

Southampton Board of Water Commissioners over the past two decades. 
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I recommend that the Southampton Board of Water Commissioners implement the 

water billing rate changes discussed herein and as specifically tabulated on the 

Water Rate and Fee Structures Modifications sheet enclosed. 

Very truly yours, 

 

 

 

Gary R. Swanson, P.E. 

 

cc: Mr.  Thomas Gaughan, Supt. 

ENCL. 



GARY R. SWANSON, P.E. 
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER 

SEWERAGE, WASTE DISPOSAL, & P.O. BOX 185 

WATER SUPPLY ENGINEERING 72A EAST STREET 

MASSACHUSETTS   REG. #27993 SOUTHAMPTON, MA.  01073-0185 

 TEL & FAX: (413) 527-4333 

 EMAIL: gswan22@aol.com 

  

ENCLOSURE 1: CURRENT WATER DEPT. LONG-TERM DEBT 

OBLIGATIONS THAT SHOULD BE REFINANCED 

 

 

      Principal      Interest 
 TOTAL 

PAYMENT 
     Principal      Interest 

 TOTAL 

PAYMENT 

5.6% FIXED 5.4% FIXED

Original Amount 470,000.00$   665,000.00$   

Balance 6/30/2015 336,420.35$   499,902.05$   

Due FY2016 11,293.36$      18,923.64$      30,217.00$      14,540.26$      26,869.74$      41,410.00$      

Balance 6/30/2016 325,126.99$   485,361.79$   

Due FY2017 11,928.61$      18,288.39$      30,217.00$      15,321.80$      26,088.20$      41,410.00$      

Balance 6/30/2017 313,198.38$   470,039.99$   

Due FY2018 12,599.59$      17,617.41$      30,217.00$      16,145.35$      25,264.65$      41,410.00$      

Balance 6/30/2018 300,598.79$   453,894.64$   

Due FY2019 13,308.32$      16,908.68$      30,217.00$      17,013.16$      24,396.84$      41,410.00$      

Balance 6/30/2019 287,290.47$   436,881.48$   

Due FY2020 14,056.91$      16,160.09$      30,217.00$      17,927.62$      23,482.38$      41,410.00$      

Balance 6/30/2020 273,233.56$   418,953.86$   

Due FY2021 14,847.61$      15,369.39$      30,217.00$      18,891.23$      22,518.77$      41,410.00$      

Balance 6/30/2021 258,385.95$   400,062.63$   

Due FY2022 15,682.79$      14,534.21$      30,217.00$      19,906.63$      20,976.61$      40,883.24$      

Balance 6/30/2022 242,703.16$   380,156.00$   

Due FY2023 16,564.95$      13,652.05$      30,217.00$      20,976.61$      20,433.39$      41,410.00$      

Balance 6/30/2023 226,138.21$   359,179.39$   

Due FY2024 17,496.73$      12,720.27$      30,217.00$      22,104.11$      19,305.89$      41,410.00$      

Balance 6/30/2024 208,641.48$   337,075.28$   

Due FY2025 18,480.92$      11,736.08$      30,217.00$      23,292.20$      18,117.80$      41,410.00$      

Balance 6/30/2025 190,160.56$   313,783.08$   

Due FY2026 19,520.47$      10,696.53$      30,217.00$      24,544.16$      16,865.84$      41,410.00$      

Balance 6/30/2026 170,640.09$   289,238.92$   

Due FY2027 20,618.49$      9,598.51$        30,217.00$      25,863.41$      15,546.59$      41,410.00$      

Balance 6/30/2027 150,021.60$   263,375.51$   

Due FY2028 21,778.28$      8,438.72$        30,217.00$      27,253.57$      14,156.43$      41,410.00$      

Balance 6/30/2028 128,243.32$   236,121.94$   

Due FY2029 23,003.31$      7,213.69$        30,217.00$      28,718.45$      12,691.55$      41,410.00$      

Balance 6/30/2029 105,240.01$   207,403.49$   

Due FY2030 24,297.25$      5,919.75$        30,217.00$      30,262.06$      11,147.94$      41,410.00$      

Balance 6/30/2030 80,942.76$      177,141.43$   

Due FY2031 25,663.97$      4,553.03$        30,217.00$      31,888.65$      9,521.35$        41,410.00$      

Balance 6/30/2031 55,278.79$      145,252.78$   

Due FY2032 27,107.57$      3,109.43$        30,217.00$      33,602.66$      7,807.34$        41,410.00$      

Balance 6/30/2032 28,171.22$      111,650.12$   

Due FY2033 28,171.22$      1,584.63$        29,755.85$      35,408.81$      6,001.19$        41,410.00$      

Balance 6/30/2033 -$                  76,241.31$      

Due FY2034 37,312.03$      4,097.97$        41,410.00$      

Balance 6/30/2034 38,929.28$      

Due FY2035 38,929.26$      2,092.45$        41,021.71$      

Balance 6/30/2035 0.02$                

Years Left 18              20              

Year End of Loan 2033 2035

TOTALS 207,024.50$   543,444.85$   327,382.92$   827,284.95$   

PROJECT: System Expansion: Expansion No. 3:
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ENCLOSURE 2: CURRENT WATER DEPT. SHORTER-TERM DEBT 

OBLIGATIONS THAT INCLUDE A PAYMENT SUBSIDY 

AND WILL CONTINUE TO BE PAID ANNUALLY AS 

OUTLINED BELOW.  RIGHT COLUMN TABULATES 

TOTAL CURRENT DEBT SERVICE BEGINNING IN 2017. 

 

 

     Principal      Interest      Subsidy 
 TOTAL 

PAYMENT 
     Principal      Interest      Subsidy 

 TOTAL 

PAYMENT 

VARIABLE VARIABLE

798,608.00$   985,403.00$    2,919,011.00$       

310,000.00$   510,000.00$    1,656,322.40$       

60,000.00$      14,254.92$   (25,714.10)$   48,540.82$      55,000.00$      20,025.21$   (29,283.83)$   45,741.38$      165,909.20$           

250,000.00$   4.6% 455,000.00$   3.9%  

60,000.00$      11,125.14$   (24,520.92)$   46,604.22$      60,000.00$      16,852.02$   (28,141.05)$   48,710.97$      166,942.19$           

190,000.00$   4.5% 395,000.00$   3.7%  

60,000.00$      7,748.50$      (22,279.32)$   45,469.18$      60,000.00$      15,168.49$   (26,762.43)$   48,406.06$      165,502.24$           

130,000.00$   4.1% 335,000.00$   3.8%  

65,000.00$      4,844.11$      (22,292.45)$   47,551.66$      65,000.00$      14,173.73$   (31,004.75)$   48,168.98$      167,347.64$           

65,000.00$      3.7% (18,324.87)$   270,000.00$   4.2%  

65,000.00$      (18,325.00)$   46,675.00$      65,000.00$      8,662.59$      (25,493.61)$   48,168.98$      166,470.98$           

205,000.00$   3.2%  

65,000.00$      6,816.48$      (25,072.29)$   46,744.19$      118,371.19$           

140,000.00$   3.3%  

70,000.00$      5,250.00$      (24,810.07)$   50,439.93$      121,540.17$           

70,000.00$      3.8%  

70,000.00$      1,750.00$      (23,273.21)$   48,476.79$      120,103.79$           

-$                  2.5%  

71,627.00$             

71,627.00$             

71,627.00$             

71,627.00$             

71,627.00$             

71,627.00$             

71,627.00$             

71,627.00$             

71,627.00$             

71,165.85$             

41,410.00$             

41,021.71$             

5                 8                  

2019 2023

234,840.88$   384,857.28$   1,990,427.96$       

County Road/Pequot: System Upgrade:  Total Water 

Enterprise Fund 
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ENCLOSURE 3: RECOMMENDED WATER RATE AND FEE STRUCTURE 

MODIFICATIONS 

 

RECOMMENDATION: That the Southampton Board of Water Commissioners modify the existing rate and fee structure for 

water use and Water Department services as outlined below; starting with the first billing quarter of Fiscal Year 2017 (June-
September) billing period. The adopted increases will be the first such increases in over 12 years and are necessary to 
maintain the water system in accordance with Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection regulations. This fee 
structure is the product of a Water Rate Study and capital asset plan conducted in early 2016 which forecast the financial 
obligations, consumption, and capital needs. Copies of the studies should be made available at www.townofsouthampton.org. 
 

Water Rate and Fee Structures Modifications 
 

Quarterly Fees 
 
Water Consumption Fees 
Consumption   Fee 
0-12,000 gallons:  $50.00 
12,001-24,000 gallons:  $4.00/1,000 gallons 
Greater than 24,001 gallons $7.00/1,000 gallons 

 

Meter Replacement Fee 
Meter Size Fee/quarterly billing 
5/8 inch  $8.00 (most residential accounts) 
1 inch  $9.65 
1½ inch  $15.52  
2 inch or greater $17.21 

 

 
Annual Fees 

 
Fire Demand (Cumulative if more than one fire 

protection service line is required) 

Size of Service  Fee 
Less Than 2 inch  $200 
2 inch   $400 
4 inch    $600 
6 inch    $800 

Backflow Prevention Testing 
Device     Fee 
Reduced Pressure (Twice/Year)  $130.00  
Double Check Valve (Once/Year)  $80.00 
 
 

 

Miscellaneous Fees 
The following fees shall apply as needed and to be paid in full at the time of requested service: 

 
New Service Connection 
Size of Service  Fee 
1 inch    $3,000 
1½inch   $6,000 
2 inch    $12,000 
3 inch & above  Charge calculated based 
on Water Department Time, Materials, Expenses 
and Overhead, plus a capacity fee 
 
Hydrant Use Permit 
Fee Per Occasion    $150.00 
Water Consumption per 1,000 Gallons $7.00 
Private Hydrant flushing & 
 Inspection Fee (per hydrant)  $100.00 

http://www.townofsouthampton.org/


 

 

 
Other 
Final Reading:  $100.00 + water usage 
Service Turn Off/On: $100.00 ($200.00 after hours) 
Frozen Meter Repair: $100.00 ($200.00 after hours) 
Meter Tampering $150.00 
 
 
NOTE:  The Water Department should reserve the right to bill for services requested on an Expenses, Time, & Materials 
basis for those services not listed. 

 


